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Workshop Address:
P.O Box 59028 Alta Vista
Ottawa, ON K1G 5T7
Phone: 613-700-GEMS (4367)

The club continues to limp along during the pandemic. No
sub-lessee has appeared; therefore, we will be keeping the
workshop until at least August 1. The workshop will
remain closed until phase 1 is implemented (June 14?).
Our May auction generated $2100 for the club which helps
pay the rent for another month. Most of it was a large
donation the club received in April from the estate of Mr.
Robertsen. If anyone has rock or jewelry or related items
that they wish to donate, please do so. The club thanks
Darrel Merke of Proton Minerals for donating two flats of
mineral specimens to the club.
Our June auction is now in the planning stage. It will be
an old- fashioned rock auction. The executive has decided
to make "Members Creations" a feature of every auction.
Our fall field trip schedule is now in the planning stage. If
anyone knows of localities the club can go to please
forward that information to myself or Frank Stoyles.
Kerry Day
OLMC President

Website:
http://www.olmc.ca
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/
OttawaLapsmithMineralClub

All members are invited to submit articles, proposals, and
thoughts that could be included in the newsletters. Also, feel
free to send your Classified ads by e-mail to: news@olmc.ca
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MIG ONLINE Meeting
Date: June 21 at 7:00 pm.
Guest speaker: Michael Bainbridge
Talk: Mineral Photography
Michael Bainbridge will show how to take
magazine-quality photographs of minerals.
He has a page and a photo gallery on
MinDat!
https://www.mindat.org/user-6801.html
https://www.mindat.org/gallery-6801.html
John Montgomery will send the URL of the
on-line meeting to members of the MIG.

Workshop News
By order of the province, the workshop is
now closed for all recreational activities by all
members for the duration of the "stay at
home" order. The government is expected to
start lifting restrictions on indoor activity on
June 14, but it all depends on the numbers.

Donations and Sales
The club has a GoFundMe page, if anyone
wants to donate for the workshop rent.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-theottawa-lapsmith-and-mineral-club

OLMC Auction June 24-29
The next auction will feature slabs and stones
and more club creations. Consignments must
be submitted by June 12.

OLMC Auction Meeting June 9
“Thank you” to all of the auction bidders in
the last three auctions, and to all members
who entered consignment lots. Revenue from
these auctions has been almost enough to
cover the monthly rent. There is a real
possibility that the club workshop will
survive the pandemic lockdown, and re-open
regularly at the current location or a new
location if an affordable one is available.
The Executive Committee has formed an
Auction Committee (auctions@olmc.ca), that
will explore possibilities for future auctions
for the club, logistics, ways of working, and
so on. The club has a finite supply of rough
stone and donated materials, so future
auctions may rely more on crafts produced by
club members.
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There will be an on-line meeting for club
members on June 9, at 7:00 p.m. Organizers
will provide examples of what to do and what
not to do, and they will take your questions.
https://zoom.us/j/98140835758
passcode: 643167
OLMC members may submit up to five (5)
consignment items for an online auction.
http://olmc.ca/pdf/
Guidelines_Online_Auction_Submissions.pdf
http://olmc.ca/pdf/
Auction_Member_Consignment_Form.docx
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Using Cabochons in Jewellery
From the Silversmiths Meeting 2021-01-12

`

When starting out in a hobby or business that has some
upfront costs of time and money, naturally people want to
make the learning process easy. One of these basic questions
is what kind of stones to use, or what should beginners avoid.
This question was presented in one of the OLMC Silversmiths
Meeting in January.
Generally, round stones are easier to set, and circular
stones are easier to set than oval ones. Any sort of corner
creates a bit of a problem.
Usually, round stones are set with a bezel setting. A bezel setting is a ring of metal that
holds the stone in place. This metal encasement is bent to slightly overlap the edges of the
stone, which may also help keep it safe from casual bumps and bangs. With a round stone,
there is less worry about putting the stone in
upside down or sideways or matching
contours. That said, ovals are not much more
Materials for Bezels
difficult to set than round stones.
22-gauge wire (fairly thick) is useful for
Bezels and Bezel Settings
using the hammer to make a rustic look.
It is difficult to know what height of bezel
One problem: it is very hard to keep it
to use for stones made by club members,
straight through the rolling mill. Usually
because each person makes different sized
one-inch sections are cut out of a sheet
bezels and girdles - steep sloping or shallow
and rolled down to 25 gauge. Save all of
sloping, or very thin, or very thick or varying
the little bits, because they are great for
thickness.
making little balls and embellishments.
Use calipers to measure where the curve
starts. In the case of an uneven stone, a filler
Bezel can be rolled from wire - 1.5 to 3
could be placed in the bezel to lift the stone up
mm wire creating a bezel or 2 to 6 mm.
(e.g. jump rings). This task is easier to do if
the setting is open in the back.
Sterling silver is not great for making
A designer could make the bezel, then cut
balls. It tends to get pock-marked and
a stone to fit, though few silversmiths make
irregular. One tip is to heat the ball and
their own cabochons. Suppliers sell pre-made
then slowly pull the flame away. This
cups, and often also sell the pre-made stones
technique with fine silver may create little
for those standard settings.
coneheads on the surface.
One retailer sells calibrated, accurately
measured stones, as well as un-calibrated
Fine silver is much easier to bend, and it
stones. The calibrated stones are designed to
does not tarnish as quickly. Perhaps the
fit the pre-made cups. Of course, the quality
cheapest way to get silver bezel material
depends on the supplier. A stone advertised as
is to buy silver currency on the market
"5 mm" might measure anywhere from 4.8 mm from a bank (there is a surcharge), money
to 5.2 mm. Another thing that varies, say
exchange place, Kitco, or some other
when buying stones for earrings or buying a
place. Then mill the material down to the
set of stones is that the one measure might be
appropriate size, and then cut out the
correct for all stones (e.g. length), but another
bezel strip.
measure might vary (e.g. width).
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Preferred Stones
It is up to the artist to choose an
appropriate stone for whatever they want to do,
or whatever fits their style. There are no rules.
It is a process of learning and adjustment.
Beginners setting their first stone should
find a big, round, hard stone. Softer stones like
malachite and turquoise get scratched too
easily. Also, people often drop stones on the
floor while working with them, because they
can be slippery. When they break, it can create Cabochon A nephrite or Cabochon B sodalite?
a crisis. Labradorite and moonstone are known
for this behaviour.
There are no suggested dimensions. Sometimes the setting is influenced or dictated by
the stone. For example, a pendant would need a flatter stone, because a domed stone will be
heavier and tend to fall forward. There are commercial styles: slightly sloped (bufftop), flat,
high dome, medium dome.

Preferred Jewellery for Stones
Quartz or something harder is usually used for ring stones. Soft stones in rings would
need special protection or care, because they are likely to get scratched or exposed to
damaging chemicals. A lot of people put opals in rings, but usually they are put in earrings
because there is less wear and tear.
For rectangular stones, get a bezel that has scallops or is saw-tooted, and that folds nicely
around corners. Set any corner first. Leaving a corner last often results in a weirdly folded
bezel. It also helps to file down or remove some bezel material from the corners, so that it is
very low.
There is a technique to connect two pieces of broken stone together, making a silver line.
It comes from a Japanese pottery technique (kintsugi = golden repair), where gold is used as a
glue, so the actual intention is to highlight the imperfections in a piece. You could use epoxy
and fine mica powder, available from art supply stores.

Rose Cut Stones
The rose cut is a unique style important to gem-cutting
history. Dating back to the 16th century, the rose cut has a
round, cabbed flat base and a faceted top. It is derived from
common brilliant designs but lacks a real pavilion, providing
a use for flat rough. A rose cut with a shallow pavilion and a
table (flat facet on top) is known as a “fish eye”.
While the number of facets on each rose cut varies, the
face-up shape is almost always circular. They rarely have
deep colour or sparkle. Double-rose or double-pavillion cuts
can provide more brilliance than a single dome.
Photo of freeform rose cuts courtesy of Janet Borzecki -aquamarine, peridot, apatite and tourmaline
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The Great OLMC Jewellery Challenge : Results
The assignment was to make a piece of jewellery using found, re-purposed or unconventional
materials and everybody got a 10 out of 10! Here are photos of some of the creations. See the
news supplement for more: http://olmc.ca/news/OLMC_Jewellery_Challenge_202105.pdf
Sushila Raju,
Summer fun
necklace
Tanya
Chandra,
pinecone
brooches

Anna Keller,
Dryer pipe
Necklace

Angele Aubin,
“Memories of
Japan”

Janet Borzecki, Nespresso pod pot

Jean-Guy Bradette,
coin & circuitry

Karl Schutt,
copper crayola
bracelet

Csilla Ekes,
poppy rings
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Vicki Jasperse,
"Quench” - Bubly
cans and lift tops

Joy McDonell,
Sterling Silver
sugar tongs

Mary Laurenzio,
integrated circuit
earrings
Vera Rehill, "2021:
Year of the Cicada”
Pam Ellis, “Queen
of the Sea”
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Many club members make cabochons and put
them up for sale at the front desk or in club
auctions. Some are bought very quickly, but
many of them seem to attract no interest. Here
are some pointers.

Bad colour or pattern: If the market for the stone is jewellery
makers, they will set the stone in a precious metal that has its own
colour and lustre. It could be that the stone itself is just not a good
colour. One silversmith has commented that yellow is difficult.
Bezel is Uneven: An even bezel is preferred, because the jeweller
does have to sand down the bezel setting or add some hidden filler
material to compensate.
Bezel is Too Vertical: The bezel setting must wrap a bit over the
stone. Too much bezel detracts from the piece; the focus becomes the
bezel and not the stone. A bezel of 1 mm or less is preferred.
Stone is Too High: Shallow doming is preferred so that the piece
has some depth. A high dome limits where the stone can be used, and
it requires a higher bezel setting. Most cabochons for sale in retail
stores are 5mm to 7mm in thickness.
Too Many Stones in a Group: It is better to sell cabochons as
single items or very small groups. With a large group, a buyer may
only want a few of the stones, and the others have little value, but the
whole lot must be purchased. Now the buyer must pay for those
Two poor and two great cab
unwanted stones, and then figure out how to get rid of them.
bezels, photos courtesy of
Say Your Name: Craftspeople gain reputations, and buyers will
Angele Aubin
actively seek out producers who match their needs. Make sure your
name is on your product – on a business card included with the purchase, on the box or bag.

Eruptions Continue at Mount Nyiragongo
Mount Nyiragongo erupted on May 23, colouring the night sky an eerie red and sending a
wall of orange lava downhill towards Goma, a lakeside city of about 2 million people. 31
people have died.
Lava crossed a main road out of Goma overnight, cutting it off from the north, and
covered many homes. Traffic was in gridlock as people tried either to leave or return to assess
the damage to their homes. The flow stopped near the airport, just short of the city limits. A
separate lava flow heading east towards Rwanda over unpopulated terrain also stopped. On
May 27, authorities issued an evacuation order displacing 30,000 people, as fears grew of
another eruption and earthquakes.
Nyiragongo is in eastern Congo, and is one of the world's most active and dangerous
volcanoes. Earlier eruptions occurred in 1997 and 2002.
https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/lava-stops-short-congo-city-after-volcanic-eruption-2021-05-23/
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~~~ Awesome Yoho ~~~
Yoho National Park is part of the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks that includes Banff,
Jasper and Kootenay National Parks. It features vertical rock walls, waterfalls and high peaks,
but is most famous for the 500-million year old Burgess Shale fossils.
From over 500 million years ago, the
Burgess Shale fossils reveal a short-lived
ecosystem that existed soon after
multicellular life appeared on Earth. The
beds were deposited at the base of a cliff
about 160 m tall, below the depth
agitated by waves during storms. This
vertical cliff was composed of the
calcareous reefs of the Cathedral
Formation, which probably formed
shortly before the deposits of the Burgess
Shale. The theory is that part of the
Cathedral
Formation reef
broke off and
Burgess Shale Anomalocaris canadensis "grasping claw",
moved to its
Wikimedia
current
location, where it fractured and began to disintegrate. The
limestone protected the fossils from the tectonic squeezing that has
created vertical fractures in fossils further away. The fossils are so
well-preserved that the remains of soft tissue organs like eyes and
intestinal tracts can be seen. Ever since their discovery by Charles
Walcott in 1909, paleontologists continue to use these fossils to find
new insights related to early life and evolution. The site was declared
a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1981
There are several outcrops of the black shale near the town of
Field, including Yoho National Park, Kicking Horse Pass and
Kootenay National Park (site of the Stanley Glacier and fossilized
trilobites, hyolithids, brachiopods, sponges and algaes from the Eldon
formation). The fossil-bearing deposits are directly related to a mass
of calcareous dark mudstone called the Stephen Formation (shale,
thin-bedded limestone, and siltstone).
Above the town of Field, Mount Stephan has trilobite beds that
were first noted by railway workers in the 1880s. The workers were
building the engineering marvel known as the Spiral Tunnels, which
were designed for trains to avoid a steep grade in Kicking Horse Pass.
Another must-see site in the park is Takakkaw Falls. At 373
metres high, it is the second tallest waterfall in Canada. The falls are
fed by the meltwater of the Daly Glacier, which is part of the
Waputik Icefield, so maybe see it before it is gone.
https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/bc/yoho
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The Cheltenham Badlands

Cheltenham Badlands, photo courtesy of Wikimedia

The barren, windswept, rolling hills of Cheltenham in Caledon, Ontario, are the result of
overgrazing cattle in the 1930s, but now they are considered a geological treasure.
Weather removed dirt and vegetation, exposing the Queenston shale over an area of 36
hectares northwest of Toronto. The reddish colour is caused by iron oxide, tinted green in
narrow bands where groundwater has transformed it.
The Cheltenham Badlands is now closed to visitors while the Ontario Heritage Trust and
Credit Valley Conservation create a long-term conservation plan. The relatively soft shale is
essentially clay. It is fragile and treacherous, and walking on the feature exacerbates erosion,
especially during and after rainfall. Violators will find themselves marked by guilty red dirt
stains. The Badlands are only available for lookouts from a viewing area and boardwalk.
https://www.ontariotrails.on.ca/index.php?url=trails/view/cheltenham-hills

From the Library…
In one sense jewelry making suffered less than did the other crafts, for jewelry continued to be
made by hand, while textiles, ceramic wares, glass objects, and furniture had fallen almost
entirely into the province of the machines. Nevertheless, jewelry became standardized and
mechanical, wedded to conventionalized forms.
Paralleling the disappearance of the handmade object was a decline in workmanship and in the
quality of form and design often referred to as "taste." Previously, the craftsman serving one
patron or a small clientele had been forced to maintain high standards of workmanship in order
to remain in business. The machines, however, were not accountable to their customers.
Philip Morton, Contemporary Jewelry, 1970
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Garnet Species: Andradite

Contact:
President
Kerry Day
pres@olmc.ca

Vice-President
Matthew Poirier
vicepres@olmc.ca

Secretary
Bob Boisvert
sec@olmc.ca

Treasurer
Rita Hudec
treasurer@olmc.ca

Andradite is a cubic nesosilicate of the garnet group, with formula Ca3Fe2Si3O12. It
occurs in skarns developed in contact with metamorphosed impure limestones or calcic
igneous rocks. It was first described in 1868 for an occurrence in Drammen, Buskerud,
Norway, and named after the Brazilian naturalist José Bonifácio de Andrada e Silva.
You might find it with other minerals like vesuvianite, chlorite, epidote, spinel, calcite,
dolomite and magnetite.
There are three varieties of andradite:
* Melanite: Black in color, referred to as "titanian
andradite".
* Demantoid: Vivid green in color, and rare
* Topazolite: Yellow-green in color, and also rare,
but usually not gem quality

Andradite, Wikimedia

Workshop Schedule

Workshop Chair
Jean-Guy Bradette
workshop@olmc.ca

June 2021
Sunday

Monday

Membership Chair
Nathalie Bourget
memberchair@olmc.ca

Show Chair
Stéphane Jetté
showchair@olmc.ca

Tuesday
1
Silversmith
video call
19:00

Wednesday
2

Thursday
3

4

Friday

Saturday
5

6

7

8
Silversmith
video call
19:00

9
Auction
video call
19:00

10

11

12

13

14

15
Silversmith
video call
19:00

16
Lapidary
14:30-21:00
Tentative

17

18

19
Lapidary
10:00-16:00
Tentative

20

21
MIG
video call
time 19:00

22
Silversmith
video call
19:00

23
Lapidary
14:30-21:00
Tentative

24

25

26
Lapidary
10:00-16:00
Tentative

27

28

29
Silversmith
video call
19:00

30
Lapidary
14:30-21:00
Tentative

Newsletter Editor
Eric Clara
news@olmc.ca
Auction Committee
auctions@olmc.ca

There are andradite occurrences all over Ontario. The
nearest location to Ottawa is probably the Fernleigh
occurrence between Perth and Bancroft. It has been
found at Marmoraton Mine in Marmora Township,
and at MacDonald Mine in Monteagle Township.
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OLMC Classified Ads

The OLMC has stones for
sale at the workshop, from
pebbles to boulders. Find
the perfect stone for your
project.

FREE!: Acetylene Equipment
Contact: Phanlert Panaram aek1ph@gmail.com
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OLMC Membership Application
New Membership

Membership Renewal

Individual – $20

Family (2+ persons in the same residence) – $30

Other Services:
Annual workshop access fee: $90 per year (replace workshop usage fee of $3/visit)
Newsletter advertisement: $25 per year for members
Ten quarter pages per year over ten newsletters, which can be combined for fewer,
larger ads. Businesses wishing to advertise in the newsletter pay $55 (family
membership + advertising fee)
Locker Fee: $25 per year (depends on locker availability)
Cabochon Course: $60 – required for all members who want to use the lapidary machinery.
More information can be found at http://www.olmc.ca
Names(s):

___________________________________________________________________

Address:

___________________________________________________________________

City:

______________________________

Province:

_______________

Postal Code:

______________________________

Telephone:

_______________

Please specify how you would like to receive OLMC’s newsletter:
By e-mail
By mail

_____________________________________________________

Do you require a receipt?

Yes

Payments are payable by cash or cheque only to Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club.
Please mail your membership form and fees to:
Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club
P.O. Box 59028 Alta Vista
Ottawa, ON K1G 5T7
Please note that all membership information is used only for administrative purposes.
Administration use only:
Card provided:
Yes

Supervisor signed:

Yes

Date: __________________

Questions? Please contact us by phone 613 700-4637 or email workshop@olmc.ca

You can also go on our Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/OttawaLapsmithMineralClub
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